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A*%05( ,4( &.0( 4,&#,4( &.*&( 1,<4&=( :,30$4;04&%ll,$( *<&.,$#L05( 01,4,;#1(
50302,A;04&(*<&.,$#&#0%(%0$3#4:(*%(*:04&%(,-(1,<4&=(:,30$4;04&%ll%.,<25(A0(#4(
&.0( A<%#40%%( ,-( ,64#4:( 1,$A,$*&0(A$,A0$&='(A$#3*&0G2*45( *%%0&%'( ,$( %&$<1&<$#4:(
20*%0(*:$00;04&%(&,(*22,6(A$#3*&0(1,$A,$*&#,4%(&,(%#50%&0A(A*=#4:(%&*&0(A$,A0$&=(
&*T0%>!K(@%(03#504&( -$,;(C0%&(D#$:#4#*(E,50(?01&#,4(FGHHBGI'( &.0( 20:#%2*&#30(
-#45#4:%( *45( A<$A,%0( 104&0$( <A,4( A$,;,&#4:( *45( -*1#2#&*&#4:( N&.0( ,$50$2=(
50302,A;04&(*45(01,4,;#1(%&*A#2#&=(,-(#&%(1,;;<4#&#0%>O!P(+4(&.#%(04*1&;04&'(&.0(
20:#%2*&<$0( %A01#-#1*22=( $0-0$0410%( *( 4005( -,$( 1,<4&=( 1,;;#%%#,4%( &,( .*30( &.0(
*A#2#&=(&,(N$*#%0($0304<0(&,(-#4*410(1*A#&*2(#;A$,30;04&%(*45(-*1#2#&#0%(&.*&(*$0(
50%#:405( &,( 041,<$*:0( 01,4,;#1( :$,6&.( *45( 50302,A;04&( #4( :0,:$*A.#1(








%01<$0( &=A#1*22=( 2,4:G&0$;'( ;*Z,$( 50302,A;04&%>O*J( @&( &.0( 045( ,-( &.0( 5*='(
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)+)+P( !"#$%&'()**+*,%-&",&.*-%&/")(","'( *J;&
+45005'( *%( 4,&05( A02,6'( #4( *( 4<;A0$( ,-( %01&#,4%'( &.0( C0%&( D#$:#4#*( E,50(
*<&.,$#L0%( )+789( *:$00;04&%( A0&6004( 1,<4&=( :,30$4;04&( S*45( 50302,A;04&(
*<&.,$#&#0%T(*45(A$#3*&0'(-,$GA$,-#&(1,$A,$*&#,4%>*+(
e040$*22='(C0%&( D#$:#4#*( E,50( ?01&#,4( HHG%Gi( 5#%1<%%0%( &.0( 3*$#,<%(
&=A0%( ,-( A$,A0$&=( 0T0;A&05( -$,;( %&*&0GA$,A0$&=( &*T*&#,4'( #412<5#4:( A$,A0$&=(
A02,4:#4:(&,(&.0(V4#&05(?&*&0%'**(A$,A0$&=(A02,4:#4:(N0T12<%#302=(&,(&.0(%&*&0'O*K(
A$,A0$&=( NA02,4:#4:( 0T12<%#302=( &,( *4=( 1,<4&=(>(>(>(#4( &.#%( %&*&0( *45( <%05( -,$(
A<A2#1(A<$A,%0%'O*P(A$,A0$&=(N<%05(-,$(1.*$#&*A20(A<$A,%0%(*45(4,&(.025(,$(20*%05(
,<&(-,$(A$,-#&'O*R(A$,A0$&=(N<%05(-,$(&.0(A<A2#1(A<$A,%0%(,-(5#%&$#A<&#4:(0201&$#1#&='(
6*&0$( ,$( 4*&<$*2( :*%( ,$( A$,3#5#4:( %060$( %0$3#10( A=( *( 5<2=( 1.*$&0$05( /")(
1,$A,$*&#,4(6.04( %<1.( A$,A0$&=( #%( 4,&( .025'( 20*%05( ,<&( ,$( <%05( -,$( A$,-#&'O*!(




D,$0,30$'( C0%&( D#$:#4#*( E,50( ?01&#,4( FGHIGHJ( $02*&0%( &,( *( 1,<4&=(
:,30$4;04&Q%( *A#2#&=( &,( 1$0*&0( *( NZ,#4&( 50302,A;04&( 5#%&$#1&O!*( #4( ,$50$( &,(













V-X$/! [\`T3$-&3\$! \g! &?\! \a! `\a'! [\1$&/! B\^'a$3$B! T\53'.#! `1$3[3=-=!
B\^'a$3$B!T\53'.#!`1$3[3=-=!5'^'=\=`'$&!-1&<\a3&3'.!\a![\1$&/!5'^'=\=`'$&!
-1&<\a3&3'.!`-/! d\3$&=/! g\a`! -$5! <\=5! -==! \g! &<'! =-a&$'a.<3=#! \?$'a.<3=! \a!
`'`T'a.<3=! 3$&'a'.&.! 3$! -! =-a&$'a.<3=#! [\a=\a-&3\$! \a! =3`3&'5! =3-T3=3&/!
[\`=-$/#!&<'!.\='!=1a=\.'!\g!?<3[<!3.!&\!5'^'=\=!-$5!\?$!\$'!\a!`\a'!d\3$&!
'[\$\`3[! 5'^'=\=`'$&! =a\d'[&.! Fg\a! =1a=\.'.! \g! &<3.! .'[&3\$#! -! ed\3$&!
5'^'=\=`'$&!'$&3&/fK)!&\!='a.\$!\a!'$&3&/!\&<'a!&<-$!-![\1$&/!B\^'a$3$B!T\5/#!
`1$3[3=-=! B\^'a$3$B! T\5/#! `1$3[3=-=! 5'^'=\=`'$&! -1&<\a3&/! \a! [\1$&/!
5'^'=\=`'$&!-1&<\a3&/!`-/!\?$!-$/!\?$'a.<3=!\a!`'`T'a.<3=!3$&'a'.&!3$!-!
d\3$&! 5'^'=\=`'$&! '$&3&/)!*$/! 'j3.&3$B! =-a&$'a.<3=#! [\a=\a-&3\$! \a! =3`3&'5!
=3-T3=3&/![\`=-$/!3.!-!d\3$&!5'^'=\=`'$&!'$&3&/!\$!-$5!-g&'a!&<'!'gg'[&3^'!5-&'!
\g! &<3.! .'[&3\$! 3g7! F3K! %&!?-.! \aB-$3_'5! g\a! &<'! =1a=\.'.! 5'.[a3T'5! 3$! &<3.!
.1T.'[&3\$!=a3\a!&\!&<'!'gg'[&3^'!5-&'!\g!&<3.!.'[&3\$n!-$5!F33K!&<'!=-a&$'a.<3=#!
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+4( 0--01&'( ?01&#,4( FGHIGHJ( ,%&04%#A2=( :#30%( 20:*2( -,$10( &,( )+789(
*:$00;04&%( A0&6004( *( 1,<4&=( :,30$4;04&W,$( 01,4,;#1( 50302,A;04&(
*<&.,$#&=ll*45( *( -,$GA$,-#&( 1,$A,$*&#,4'( A$,3#505( &.*&( &.0( 1,;A*4=( #%( 4,&( *4(
0201&$#1( :040$*&#4:( -*1#2#&=( &.*&( $0W<#$0%( *( %#&#4:( 10$&#-#1*&0>!*( ",$( 4,4G<&#2#&='(
A$#3*&0(%01&,$()+789(*:$00;04&%'(*(1,<4&=(*45(1,$A,$*&#,4(04&0$( #4&,(*(A*%#1(
1,4&$*1&<*2(*:$00;04&(6.0$0A=(&.0(1,45#&#,4%(,-(&.0()+789(*$0(50-#405(*45(&.0(
1,$A,$*&#,4(*:$00%( &,(;*M0(NA*=;04&%O( &,( &.0(1,<4&=(,30$(*(10$&*#4(A0$#,5(,-(
&#;0>!K(B<&(#4(,$50$(-,$(&.#%(A<$A,$&05(N&*TG0T0;A&O(%&*&<%(&,(*&&*1.'(&.0(1,<4&=(
,$(50302,A;04&(*<&.,$#&=(;<%&(A<$1.*%0(&.0(A$,A0$&=(-$,;(&.0(1,$A,$*&#,4>((
)+789(*:$00;04&%( -#45(%,;0(*55#&#,4*2( %<AA,$&( #4( &.0(C0%&(D#$:#4#*(
U1,4,;#1(X0302,A;04&(@<&.,$#&=(@1&(SNUX@@OT>!P(9.0(UX@@Q%(-#45#4:%(2045(
1$050410( &,( &.0(A$,A,%#&#,4( &.*&( &.0(?&*&0Q%(U1,4,;#1(X0302,A;04&(@<&.,$#&=(
SNUX@OT( #%( $0%A,4%#A20( -,$( 1,;A*&&#4:( <40;A2,=;04&( *45( 2*1M( ,-( A<%#40%%(
,AA,$&<4#&=( #4( &.0( %&*&0>!R(C0%&(D#$:#4#*(E,50(?01&#,4(%HGH>GC( *2%,(:#30%( &.0(
UX@(N*22(A,60$%(4010%%*$=(&,(1*$$=(,<&(&.0(A<$A,%0%O(,-(&.0(UX@@>!!($,6(5,0%(
&.#%( #;A2#1*&0()+789(*:$00;04&%X(?<AA,$&0$%(;*=(A$#;*$#2=( 1,4&045( &.*&( &.0(
UX@@(1KE&1##I'GE1&2"$#G&.0(UX@Q%(*A#2#&=(&,(N#%%<0(*45(502#30$($0304<0(A,45%(
,$(4,&0%( #4( 0T1.*4:0( -,$( *(A$,Z01&>O!*(9.0(*A#2#&=( &,( #%%<0(N2,*4%( &,( #45<%&$#*2(
50302,A;04&(*:041#0%(*45(04&0$A$#%0%( -,$(A$,Z01&%O!!(6,<25( &.0$0-,$0( %00;( &,(
*22,6(&.0(UX@'("3$1&GHI"H'(&,(1,4&$*1&(&,(*(A$#3*&0(1,$A,$*&#,4(N<A(&,(pHJJlk(,-(
&.0( 0%&#;*&05( 1,%&%( ,-( %<1.(A$,Z01&( -$,;(>(>(>(p&k.0(A$,1005%( ,-( A,45%( ,$( 4,&0%(
(
!"+! !!01%Y!H8(I8]^F'K)!






















9.0( 1,<4&=( 1,;;#%%#,4( ,$( ;<4#1#A*2#&=( &.*&( 1$0*&05( &.0(
50302,A;04&(,$($050302,A;04&(5#%&$#1&(%.*22(50A,%#&( #4( &.0(&*T(
#41$0;04&(-#4*41#4:(-<45(,-(&.0(50302,A;04&(,$($050302,A;04&(
5#%&$#1&( *22(A*=;04&%( #4( 2#0<(,-( &*T0%( $010#305(A<$%<*4&( &,(*4=(
*:$00;04&(04&0$05(#4&,(,4(,$(%<A%0W<04&(&,(&.0(5*&0(,-(1$0*&#,4(
,-( *( 50302,A;04&( ,$( $050302,A;04&( 5#%&$#1&( ,4( &*T( 0T0;A&(
A$,A0$&=( 2,1*&05( 6#&.#4( &.0( 50302,A;04&( ,$( $050302,A;04&(
5#%&$#1&>*J*(
9.0( 0T*1&(;0&.,5( -,$(A*=;04&( ,A2#:*&#,4%( <450$( *(9+"()+789( #%( %0&(
-,$&.(*%(-,22,6%o(




-#4*41#4:( ,A2#:*&#,4%'( %.*22( 0T01<&0( *( A*=;04&( #4( 2#0<( ,-( &*T(
*:$00;04&( &.*&( %.*22( $0;*#4( #4( 0--01&( <4&#2( &.0( &*T( #41$0;04&(
-#4*41#4:(,A2#:*&#,4%(*$0(A*#5'(5<$#4:(6.#1.(A0$#,5(,-(&#;0(&.0(
20%%00(*:$00%(&,(A*=(&,(&.0(1,<4&=(%.0$#--(*4(*;,<4&(0W<*2(&,(&.0(
*;,<4&( ,-( *5( 3*2,$0;( A$,A0$&=( &*T0%( &.*&( 6,<25( .*30( A004(
203#05(*:*#4%&(&.0(*%%0%%05(3*2<0(,-(&.0(A$,A0$&=(60$0(#&(,6405(
A=(&.0(20%%00($*&.0$(&.*4(*(&*T(0T0;A&(04&#&=>(9.0(A,$&#,4(,-(&.0(
A*=;04&( #4( 2#0<( ,-( &*T0%( *&&$#A<&*A20( &,( &.0( #41$0;04&*2( 3*2<0(
%.*22(A0(50A,%#&05(#4(&.0(&*T(#41$0;04&G-#4*41#4:(-<45>*J+(
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*L+( .*-%&/")(","'&#'.&)*/"*.( #$%&'(()*(
A$,A0$&=( #4%&0*5( ,-( N,64#4:O( #&'( &.0( A$#3*&0( 1,$A,$*&#,4Q%( A$,A0$&=( &.04( -*22%(
6#&.#4( &.0(%1,A0(,-( &.0(1,<4&=Q%( &*T(0T0;A&( %&*&<%(<450$(C0%&(D#$:#4#*(E,50(
?01&#,4(HHG%Gi>*JR(
"<$&.0$'( A<A2#1( <&#2#&#0%( ,$( A,60$( A2*4&%( *2%,( 04&0$( #4&,( )+789(
*:$00;04&%'( A<&( #4( &.,%0( 1*%0%'( &.0( )?E( ,-(C0%&(D#$:#4#*(;<%&( *AA$,30( %*#5(
*:$00;04&%(A=(#%%<#4:(*(N%#&#4:(10$&#-#1*&0O(&,(&.0(,A0$*&,$(,-(&.0(-*1#2#&=>*J!(+4(
A$#0-'( *( %#&#4:( 10$&#-#1*&0( #%( %#;A2=( *AA$,3*2( A=( &.0( )?E( -,$( *4( 0201&$#1#&=(
:040$*&#4:(-*1#2#&=(&,(04&0$(#4&,(*()+789(*:$00;04&(-,$(N*4=(A<A2#1(-<45#4:(,$(














A,%#&#30( #;A*1&( ,4( &.0( 2,1*2( 01,4,;=( *45( 2,1*2( 0;A2,=;04&>(
9.0(1,;;#%%#,4(%.*22( #%%<0(*4(,$50$( &.*&( #412<50%(*AA$,A$#*&0(
-#45#4:%(,-(-*1&(*45(1,412<%#,4%(,-(2*6>***(
D,50$4(0T*;A20%(,-(&.0(*AA2#1*&#,4(,-(&.#%(A*2*41#4:(&0%&(#412<50()?E(
*AA$,3*2( ,-( )+789( *:$00;04&%( -,$( 7,4:3#06( ),60$'( D,<45%3#220( ),60$'(
B$,,M0( ),60$'( *45( $*$$#%,4( ),60$>**+( C.#20( &.0( )?E( ;<%&( ;*M0( *(
(
!*+!! !!01n!>B1%j)!4\\5.!^\?`-$#!<,,7**=:=:)%.7,%&'(5,'.;%$*7%R7,*5.=(:#!+.`:9-`3%`5,)3+@`83







!***! !!2,,% =01% F'`=<-.3.! -55'5Kn! 3,,% *83(%6(4:03?=88,% &(C,'% 7)',,*,:.#! 345'*% $\&'! d#! -&! I!
Fa'[3&3$B! &<-&! &<'!.%+%'! -Ba''`'$&! e?3==!=a\`\&'! &<'!=1T=3[! 3$&'a'.&! -$5!=1T=3[!=1a=\.'.! T/#!
-`\$B!\&<'a!&<3$B.#!=a\^353$B!['a&-3$&/!-$5!.\1$5$'..!3$!g3.[-=!==-$$3$B!-$5!=a\`\&3$B!&<'!=a'.'$&!
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+4( IJHI'( -,$( 0T*;A20'( &.0( C0%&( D#$:#4#*(X0302,A;04&( 8--#10( 40:,&#*&05( *4(
01,4,;#1(50302,A;04&(50*2(6#&.(e0%&*;A'(*(?A*4#%.(*<&,(A*$&%(;*4<-*1&<$0$'(
#4(6.#1.(Np&k.0(X0302,A;04&(@<&.,$#&=(p6,<25k(A<$1.*%0(&.0(0W<#A;04&(400505(
-,$( &.0( %&*;A#4:( A2*4&( *45( 20*%0( #&( A*1M( &,( e0%&*;A'( 6.#1.( p6,<25k( *22,6(
e0%&*;A(&,(*3,#5(A*=#4:(A$,A0$&=(&*T0%(,4(&.*&(0W<#A;04&>O**P(9.0(X0302,A;04&(
8--#10( &.04( A01*;0( &.0( ,640$( ,-( &.0( 0W<#A;04&( &.*&( e0%&*;A( <%0%( &,(
;*4<-*1&<$0(A$,5<1&%>**R(9.#%(&=A0(,-(,640$%.#A(*$$*4:0;04&(#%(4,&(*4(*4,;*2=>(
+4( -*1&'( #&( #%( %#;#2*$( &,( *:$00;04&%( 1<$$04&2=( #4( 0--01&(6#&.(m<*5(e$*A.#1%( #4(
D*$&#4%A<$:(*45(9,=,&*(D,&,$(D*4<-*1&<$#4:(#4(B<--*2,>**!(
@$#%#4:( ,<&( ,-( 2#&#:*&#,4( 1,410$4#4:( &.0%0( &=A0%( ,-( *:$00;04&%'( &.0(
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A*1M( &,( &.0( :,30$4;04&( ,-( A$0lE#3#2(C*$(D#$:#4#*>*+*( 9.0( -,<450$%( ,-(C0%&(








+W#4&*4:#A20( A0$%,4*2( A$,A0$&='( A0$%,4*2( A$,A0$&=( <%05( -,$( *:$#1<2&<$*2(




E2*<%0( ;0*4&( &.*&( &.0( 20:#%2*&<$0( *45( 2,1*2( :,30$4;04&%( 1,<25(
5#%1$#;#4*&0(>(>(>(A0&6004(&.0(12*%%0%'(A<&(4,&(6#&.#4(&.0;>O*+R(
+4($0%A,4%0(&,(&.0(Hi%I(1,4%&#&<&#,4*2(*;045;04&'(&.0(?<A$0;0(E,<$&(,-(
@AA0*2%(,-(C0%&(D#$:#4#*( &,,M( &.0(,AA,$&<4#&=( &,( #4&0$A$0&(3*$#,<%(*%A01&%(,-(
(
!*++! !!(9771,32)3^@5,1755#301)#3'273475,35.1/.`.@3&,@,73,9`5,.,9,.9`!IDC!FI5!'5)!IZ(dK)!
!*+*! !!01!e'<'! a'o13a'`'$&! &<-&! &-j-&3\$!T'!1$3g\a`! g3a.&!-=='-a'5! 3$!.&-&'![\$.&3&1&3\$.! 3$! &<'!
'-a=/!$3$'&''$&<!['$&1a/)f! !01% F[3&3$B!j\?-a5#!9(**,:.*'=,3#!I7(ZcHK)!'<'! 3$[=1.3\$!\g!.1[<!-!
=a\^3.3\$!3$!&<'!(Dd(!,\$.&3&1&3\$!\g!53aB3$3-!a'.1=&'5!53a'[&=/!ga\`!g'.&'a3$B!.'[&3\$-=!53gg'a'$['.!
T'&?''$!'35'?-&'a!53aB3$3-!-$5!&<'!&a-$.`\$&-$'!.'[&3\$.!\g!&<'!,\``\$?'-=&<)!!01%e*.!-!a'.1=&!




')&)!(Hd! F(DDdKn! 3,,%*83(% 0-$'!2\a-$#! !3%R?,';(:,%&*;=:)%$7,='%E*='%27*',[% 7:% 7:*8;3=3% (B%
$*75*;,'3>%7>.=(:3%.(%RX4*8=a,%$*7,3D%Dd!4)35@)3+)3(78)!IZ]#!I(In(c!F(]DcK)!
!*+K! !!̂ @5,1755#! 345'*% $\&'! (IZ#! -&! IDd)!.a\g'..\a!^-.&a'..! [\$&'$5.! &<-&! &<'! =1a=\.'! \g! &<'!
[=-..3g3[-&3\$!.[<'`'!-$5!&<'!Ba-51-&'5!3$[a'-.'.!3$!&<'!`-j3`1`!&-j!&<-&![\1=5!T'!3`=\.'5!\$!
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&.0( 1,<4&#0%( *&( %,;0( -$*1&#,4( ,-( ;*$M0&( 3*2<0( 1,<25( 4,&( A$,5<10( 0W<*2( *45(
<4#-,$;(&*T*&#,4>O*+!(9.0(1,<$&(<450$%&,,5(&.*&(*%%0%%;04&(;<%&(A0(*&(HJJl(,-(






























53aB3$3-!,\$.&3&1&3\$-=!+-?#! -$5!7`==\/`'$&!V3.[a3`3$-&3\$)! .a\g'..\a!^-.&a'..! <-.!?a3&&'$!
'j&'$.3^'=/!\$!&<'!4'.&!53aB3$3-!,\$.&3&1&3\$)!2,,#!,1)1#!(\T'a&!^-.&a'..#!"(>*8=3*%*:0%.7,%@,3.%
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*LJ( .*-%&/")(","'&#'.&)*/"*.( #$%&'(()*(
A$*1&#10%( #4( D#$:#4#*( ,-( 2045#4:(>(>(>(1$05#&( &,( A$#3*&0( #4&0$4*2(
50302,A;04&(A$,Z01&%(>(>(>(>(D*4=(,-(&.,%0(304&<$0%(A$,305(&,(A0(
)"3H3K"HIGS"#H#$1&#( *45( :$0*&2=( 1,4&$#A<&05( &,( &.0( 2*$:0(A<A2#1(
50A&(*11<;<2*&05(A=(D#$:#4#*(#4(&.0(;#5G4#40&004&.(104&<$=>**R(
?01&#,4(C(,-(&.0(C0%&(D#$:#4#*(E,4%&#&<&#,4(1,4%0W<04&#*22=(%0$30%(&.0(
<4#W<0(A<$A,%0(,-(A$,&01&#4:(C0%&(D#$:#4#*Q%( N-#%1*2( *45(01,4,;#1( #4&0:$#&=O(






p&k.0( 6*=( )+789%( <%<*22=( 6,$M( #4( C0%&( D#$:#4#*( #%( &.*&( *(
:,30$4;04&(04&#&=W<%<*22=(&.0(1,<4&=(,$(*(2,1*2(50302,A;04&(








*45(A0$%,4*2( &*T0%'O(A<&(4,40&.020%%'( &.0(*;,<4&(,-( &.0( &$<0( &*T(*A*&0;04&( #%(
NA$,Z01&(50A04504&>O*KJ(
(







!**"! !!2,,%''5!^\'&&$'a#!&!"#$%7)',,*,:.3%9(3.%2.*.,%6=88=(:3% =:%$*7%<,?,:4,C%7:% !:P+,5.7%













)+789( *:$00;04&%( 6#&.( 2,1*2( :,30$4;04&%( ,$( 50302,A;04&( *<&.,$#&#0%>*K*(
H0104&2='(C0%&(D#$:#4#*( 0TA0$#04105( *( NA,,;O( #4( &.0(4*&<$*2( :*%( #45<%&$='*K+(
2*$:02=( -<0205( A=( &.0( 5#%1,30$=( ,-( &.0( D*$1022<%( %.*20( -,$;*&#,4( #4( &.0(
@AA*2*1.#*4( B*%#4>*K*( C#&.( &.0( 0T&$*1&#,4( ,-( %.*20( :*%( ,11<$$#4:( *1$,%%( &.0(
$0:#,4'(&.0(4<;A0$(,-(N:*%G-#$05O(A,60$(A$,Z01&%(#%(,4(&.0($#%0>*KK(+4($0%A,4%0(&,(










SN7,4:3#06OT( *AA2#05( &,( &.0( )?E( -,$( *( %#&#4:( 10$&#-#1*&0*K*( &,( *<&.,$#L0( &.0(








M*.4'*8% @*3% =:% 755*8*>7=*:% F*3=:% E('**.=(:3#! ')&)3 179-9/.:@-3 &918)3 F%[&)! c#! IZ(]K#3
<&&=.7>>???)1.B.)B\^>$'?.>1.B.8'.&3`-&'.8I(C8&a3==3\$8[1T3[8g''&8$-&1a-=8B-.8-==-=-[<3-$8T-.3$8
g\a`-&3\$.)!
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*L!( .*-%&/")(","'&#'.&)*/"*.( #$%&'(()*(
D,4,4:*2#*(E,<4&=>*K!(C.#20(1,4%&$<1&#,4(6*%(,$#:#4*22=(,4(%1.05<20'*PJ(&.0$0(












&,( &.0( ?&*&0( *45( &.0( 2,1*2( 01,4,;='( *:*#4%&o( S#T( 1,;;<4#&=(
$0%#504&%Q(#4&0$0%&(#4(2#3#4:(%0A*$*&0(*45(*A*$&(-$,;(%<1.(-*1#2#&=k(
S##T(*(1,;;<4#&=Q%(#4&0$0%&(&.*&(*(-*1#2#&=Q%(40:*&#30(#;A*1&%(A0(
*%( ;#4#;*22=( 5#%$<A&#30( &,( 0T#%&#4:( A$,A0$&=( <%0%( *%( #%(
$0*%,4*A2=( A,%%#A20k( *45( S###T( &.0( %,1#*2( *45( 043#$,4;04&*2(
#;A*1&%( ,-( &.0( A$,A,%05( -*1#2#&=( ,4( &.0( 2,1*2( 3#1#4#&='( &.0(
%<$$,<45#4:($0:#,4'(*45(&.0(?&*&0>(
(
9.0(E,;;#%%#,4(A0$-,$;%()*$&(96,(,-( #&%( *4*2=%#%( ,42=( #-( #&(
50&0$;#40%(#4()*$&(840(&.*&'(&*M04(*%(*(6.,20'(A,%#&#30(#;A*1&%(
$02*&#4:(&,(&.0(3*$#,<%(#4&0$0%&%(,<&60#:.(&.0(40:*&#30(#;A*1&%(
,4( &.0(3*$#,<%( #4&0$0%&%>( S?00(C>(D*>(E,50(q(I!GIGHH1S1TT>( +4(
)*$&(96,( &.0(E,;;#%%#,4( 501#50%(6.0&.0$( *(A$,Z01&Q%(A<A2#1(
(
!*K"! !!+\$B^3'?!<-5!&\!g3='!g\a!-!.3&3$B!['a&3g3[-&'!?3&<!&<'!.&,)!2,,%,-.'!&\)!Zc8(!DdZ878,&!n!






!*:*! !!2,,% =01% Fe%$! IZZC#! &<'!&3'aa-!,=1T! g3a.&! -=='-='5! &<'! -3a! =\==1&3\$! ='a`3&! g\a!+\$B^3'?!
T'[-1.'!&<'!='a`3&!g-3='5!&\!̀ ''&!&<'!a'o13a'`'$&.!\g!&<'!,='-$!*3a!*[&)!'<'!&3'aa-!,=1T!.1[[''5'5!























+4( IJHi'( 7,4:3#06( ),60$( $0%<$-*105( #4( &.0( 406%>*PP( 9.#%( &#;0'(
7,4:3#06(),60$(6*%(*%M#4:(&.0(D,4,4:*2#*(E,<4&=(E,;;#%%#,4(-,$(*(%01,45(
)+789( *:$00;04&( -,$( *( 406( 4*&<$*2G:*%( A2*4&( A2<%( >J( ;0:*6*&&%( ,-( %,2*$(
:040$*&#,4>*PR(9.#%(;<1.(1020A$*&05( *44,<410;04&(6*%(;*50(50%A#&0( &.0( -*1&(
&.*&(7,4:3#06(%,<:.&(E.*A&0$(HH(A*4M$<A&1=(A$,&01&#,4(#4(IJH%>*P!(U304&<*22='(













!*::! !!2,,%V-^35! ^'-a5#! "(:)?=,C% &(C,'% E=8,3% 7558=>*.=(:% B('%@*3P&(C,',0% &8*:.#!4)35@)3
27,19&745! F&'=&)!(I#!IZ(]#!D7cd!.2K#!<&&=7>>?^`'&a\$'?.)[\`>IZ(]>Z]>(I>=\$B^3'?8=\?'a8






!*:@! !!2,,%'\`!j-=.!]! &-g&<3! .a-.-5#!&(C,'%9(*5*:;% "(:)?=,C% 2,,G3%F*:G'45.>;D%F8**,3%






!*:"! !!"(:)?=,C% &(C,'%E=8,3%F*:G'45.>;D%F8**,3%9#A!+PEd#!4)35@)327,19&745! F*=a)! (C#!
IZIZ#!(I7dH!.2K#!<&&=.7>>?^`'&a\$'?.)[\`>IZIZ>ZC>(C>=\$B^3'?8=\?'a8g3='.8T-$ga1=&[/>)!
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D,<45%3#220( ),60$( #%( *( A$#;0( 0T*;A20( ,-( *( A<A2#1( <&#2#&=( )+789(
*:$00;04&(:,40(*6$=(A01*<%0(#&(%#;A2=(4030$(;*&0$#*2#L05>(+4(IJH!'(*(A$#3*&0(
50302,A0$(*AA$,*1.05(D*$%.*22(E,<4&=(&,(-,$;(*()+789(*:$00;04&(&,(%<AA,$&(*(





1,<4&=( 1,;;#%%#,4( *%(;<1.( *%(b%i>Ii(;#22#,4( &,( 20*%0( &.0(A$,A0$&=( ,30$(%J(





&.0( -,22,6#4:( A040-#&%( &.*&( *( )+789( *:$00;04&(6#&.(D*$%.*22( E,<4&=(6,<25(
A$,3#50(&,(&.0(1,;A*4=o(
D,<45%3#220( ),60$( $0W<#$0%( *( )*=;04&( #4( 7#0<( ,-( 9*T(
@:$00;04&%( S)+789T( #4( ,$50$( &,( A0( 01,4,;#1*22=( 3#*A20>(
)+789%( .*30( 2,4:( A004( <%05( A=( #45<%&$#*2( 50302,A;04&(
*:041#0%(#4(C0%&(D#$:#4#*(*45(&.$,<:.,<&(&.0(V4#&05(?&*&0%(*%(
*4( 01,4,;#1( 50302,A;04&( &,,2>( )+789%( A$,3#50( -,$( &.0(
*A*&0;04&(,-(&*T0%(*%(*4(#4104&#30(-,$(A$,Z01&%(6.#1.(1,<25(4,&(
A0( A<#2&(6#&.,<&( &.0( &*T( *A*&0;04&( *45(6.#1.(6#22( %0$30( *%( *(
1*&*2=%&(-,$(*55#&#,4*2(01,4,;#1(:$,6&.(*45(50302,A;04&>(
(


















9.0( )+789( #%( *( A$,10%%( #4(6.#1.( &.0( &#&20( ,-( &.0( A$,A0$&=( #%(
&$*4%-0$$05(&,(*(&*TG0T0;A&(04&#&='(#4(,<$(1*%0(D*$%.*22(E,<4&='(
-,$(bH>(9.0(A2*4&(#%(#4(0--01&(&*TG-$00'(%,(&.*&(&*T0%(1*4(&.04(A0(





%#%&0$( A$,Z01&( #4( B$,,M0( E,<4&='( *%( ,-( IJIJ'( &.0(D,<45%3#220( ),60$( )+789(
A$,Z01&(.*%(-*#205(&,(&*M0(,-->*R*(
1>! U?E(B$,,M0(),60$(SB$,,M0(E,<4&=T(




















!*!h! !!2,,% *=-$! %=.\$#%6*'37*88% 9(4:.;% #BB=>=*83% 2,,G% 7:3C,'3% (:% &'(5(3,0% &(C,'% &8*:.#!





[\`=='&3\$! 5-&'! \g! IZ(D)fKn% *=-$! %=.\$#! 6(4:03?=88,% &(C,'% &8*:.% &'(N,>.% +,8*;,0#!
%`,7--./7`:71734277-.`/3&7458(7/)!F%[&)!d#!IZ(dK#!<&&=.7>>???)&<'3$&'==3B'$['a)$'&>$'?.>&\=8
<'-5=3$'.>IZ(d>(Z>`\1$5.^3=='8=\?'a8==-$&8=a\d'[&85'=-/'5>)!
!*!"! !!%<3\!5-=='/! 0\T.!*==)#! %$[)! ^)!.1T)!&'a^)!,\``i$! \g!4)!5-)#!&\)! (D8ZIC]#! IZ(D!4+!
dHcCdH]%F4)!5-)!&\^)!(#!IZ(DK)!
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*!+( .*-%&/")(","'&#'.&)*/"*.( #$%&'(()*(





*&( A$0%04&'( A<&( &.0( A$,Z01&( 6,<25( :040$*&0( *( ;#4#;<;( ,-(
bF'%%H'F>H(,30$(&.0(&.#$&=G=0*$(&0$;'(%<AZ01&(&,(*(E)+(0%1*2*&,$(
,-( *(;#4#;<;(I>>l(A0$( =0*$>( U3#50410(6*%(A$0%04&05( &,( &.0(
E,;;#%%#,4(#45#1*&#4:(&.*&(&.#%(&=A0(,-(*:$00;04&(#%(50%#:405(
&,(;*M0(C0%&(D#$:#4#*(;,$0( 1,;A0&#&#30( &.*4'( ,$( *&( 20*%&( ,4(
0W<*2( -,,&#4:( -,$( A<%#40%%( 304&<$0%( 6#&.'( -,$( 0T*;A20'(
)044%=23*4#*'( 6.#1.( .*%( *( 5#--0$04&( *45( ;,$0( 204#04&( &*T(
1*21<2*&#,4( -,$( 0201&$#1*2( A,60$( :040$*&#,4( *%( 6022( *%( 2,60$(




,$#:#4*22=(A2*4405>*!+(@%( -,$( &.0( -#4*2#L05()+789( *:$00;04&'( Np&k.0( 1,;A*4=(
04&0$05(#4&,(p)+789k(*:$00;04&%(6#&.(&.0(B$,,M0(E,<4&=(E,;;#%%#,4(*45(&.0(






!*@+! !%2,,% =01% -&! I)! 4<3='! &<3.! `'`\a-$51`! \=3$3\$! 5'-=&! ?3&<! &<'! '^35'$&3-a/! .&-$5-a5!
.1aa\1$53$B! &<'!.&,i.!Ba-$&3$B!\g!-!.3&3$B!['a&3g3[-&'h-$5!?<'&<'a!\a!$\&! &<'!.&,!<-5!=a\='a!
g3$53$B.!&\!Ba-$&!.1[<!-!.3&3$B!['a&3g3[-&'h1=&3`-&'=/#!&<'!,\1a&!535!$\&!.='[3g3[-==/!-55a'..!&<'!











\='a-&3\$!\g!rCcc#ZZZ! &\! &<'!^a\\g'!,\1$&/!,\``3..3\$!-$5!r(dH#ZZZ! &\! &<'!^a\\g'!,\1$&/!
^\-a5!\g!751[-&3\$)ifK)!
!*@*! !!2,,%0'^3$!(-$5\==<#!@,3.%A=')=:=*%&29%@'*:.3%2=.=:)%9,'.=B=>*.,%.(%R29%F'((G,%9(4:.;%
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+4( *55#&#,4( &,( A<A2#1( <&#2#&=( )+789( *:$00;04&%'( %&*&0( *45( 1,<4&=(
:,30$4;04&%( .*30( 04&0$05( #4&,( )+789( *:$00;04&%( 6#&.( 3*$#,<%( A$#3*&0'( -,$G
A$,-#&( 1,$A,$*&#,4%>*!*( ),2#&#1*2( *45( A<%#40%%( 20*50$%( #4( C0%&( D#$:#4#*( .*30(
*$:<05( &.*&( &.0%0( &=A0%( ,-( *:$00;04&%( A$,3#50( 01,4,;#1( 50302,A0$%( 6#&.(
N-20T#A#2#&=>O*!!([00A#4:(6#&.(&.#%(A$,A,%#&#,4'(#&(#%(6,$&.(4,&#4:(&.*&(A<%#40%%0%(
*45(1,<4&=(:,30$4;04&%(#4(C0%&(D#$:#4#*Q%(U*%&0$4()*4.*4520(-$0W<04&2=(&*M0(
*53*4&*:0( ,-( )+789( *:$00;04&%k( 3*$#,<%( A$#3*&0G%01&,$( 1,;A*4#0%( &.*&( .*30(
A040-#&05(-$,;()+789(*:$00;04&%(#412<50(m<*5(e$*A.#1%(S1,;;0$1#*2(A$#4&0$T'(




&(C,'% &8*:.% &'(N,>.#! .@1=715791/3 &7453 ]3 &7`,.`7-3 F*1B)! IH#! IZIZK#!
<&&=.7>>???)$'?.-$5.'$&3$'=)[\`>$'?.>T1.3$'..>IZIZ>ZD>d1.&3['8?'.&8^3aB3$3-8\gg3[3-=.8a-3.'8
a'58g=-B.8-T\1&8Ta\\g'8[\1$&/8=\?'a8==-$&8=a\d'[&>)!
!*@!! !0\'!&'^'a3$\#!+,?,8(5*,:.%F(*'0%755'(?,3% "(*:%@4*'*:.,,% B('%F'((G,%9(4:.;%&(C,'%











2@.-3 278.@! F*1B)! IC#! IZ(HK#!
<&&=.7>>???)<'a-=5`-3=`'53-)[\`>$'?.>&a3b.&-&'>?'.&b^3aB3$3->T'ag'='/8[\8-==a\^'.8=a\[&'a8
B-`T='8=3=\&8-Ba''`'$&>-a&3[='bd'I]5C5]8(ITd8d(g[8-gT[8DgIcIg[-TgCT)<&`=! Fe'<'! .%+%'!
-Ba''`'$&! ?3&<!2-[/i.! -==\?.! &<'! [\`=-$/! &\! -^\35! =-/3$B! a'-=8'.&-&'! &-j'.! 1$&3=! IZID! 3$!
'j[<-$B'!g\a!=-/`'$&.!&\!&<'![\1$&/!&\&-=3$B!`\a'!&<-$!r((!`3==3\$)fK)!
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#4#&#*22=( 1$0*&0( A0&6004( HIJ( *45( H>J( Z,A%>**P( 9.0( 1,$$0%A,45#4:( )+789(
*:$00;04&(6#&.(&.0(m0--0$%,4(E,<4&=(E,;;#%%#,4(3#%GVG3#%(&.0(m0--0$%,4(E,<4&=(
X0302,A;04&( @<&.,$#&=( SNmEX@OT'( 6.#1.( 6*%( &.0( -#$%&( )+789( *:$00;04&(
<&#2#L05(A=(&.0(1,<4&=(:,30$4;04&'(6*%(1.*2204:05(,4(20:*2(:$,<45%(A=(m0--0$%,4(
E,<4&=( D#%#,4( SND#%#,4OT'( *( 2,1*2( *53,1*1=( :$,<A>**R( C.#20( D#%#,4Q%( 1,<$&(
-#2#4:%( *1M4,6205:0( &.*&( &.0(C0%&( D#$:#4#*( E,50( *22,6%( *45( A0$;#&%( )+789(
*:$00;04&%'( &.0( :$,<A( NA02#030%( &.0( H,1M6,,2( *:$00;04&( 6*%( 4,&( A<$%<05(
2*6-<22=>O**!($0$0'(D#%#,4(*$:<05(&.*&(
C0%&(D#$:#4#*(E,50(*22,6%(-,$()+789(*:$00;04&%(#4(&.0(1,4&0T&(
,-( $050302,A;04&( L,40%W%,;0( ,-( &.0( 0T#%&#4:( )+789?(;*=(
.*30(A004(5,40(2*6-<22=>($,6030$'(&.0(H,1M6,,2()+789(6*%(
4,&( 5,40( #4( *11,$5*410( 6#&.( *4=( 2*6>( 9.0( C0%&( D#$:#4#*(
1,4%&#&<&#,4( $0W<#$0%( &*T*&#,4( &,( A0( 0W<*2( *45( <4#-,$;( <420%%(
,&.0$6#%0(A$,3#505(-,$(A=(2*6>***(
(
!*h*! !!01% FeV1a3$B! &<'! IZ8/'-a! ='a3\5#! &<'! CdD! -[a'.! &<-&! .]1! =1a[<-.'5! 3$! IZ(d! -$5!
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$*;;0$( 5#%;#%%05( &.0( 1*%0( ,4( %&*45#4:( :$,<45%'( #4( 81&,A0$( IJHi'( #&( 6*%(
$0A,$&05(&.*&(&.0(C0%&(D#$:#4#*(U1,4,;#1(X0302,A;04&(@<&.,$#&=(SNCDUX@OT(
04&0$05( #4&,( *( )+789( *:$00;04&(6#&.(H,1M6,,2>*!+( ?,;0( *53,1*&0%( %*#5( &.0(
CDUX@(*:$00;04&(6#&.(H,1M6,,2(6*%(N4,&(*()+789'O*!*(6.#20(X020:*&0(m,.4(
X,=20( SXGm0--0$%,4T( %*#5'( Np#k&( ;*=( A0( 20:*2'( A<&( #&( #%( 10$&*#42=( 6$,4:>O*!K(






















~ COUNTY - GOVERNMENT 
Step 3: 
Lease Agreement to 
Private Corporation 
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*!J( .*-%&/")(","'&#'.&)*/"*.( #$%&'(()*(
L%>3$'G?%>3SH$"%3PG+3K:GD:G;1#$G<"&0"3"HGBK%3%2"KGC1D1I%E213$G/>$4%&"$'>*!P(
C.#20( &.0( A*$&#0%( #4( &.*&( 1*%0( 04:*:0( #4( ;,&#,4( A$*1&#10'( &.0( <450$2=#4:(
*$:<;04&%(-$,;(N1))1&#%3G<"#"%3G%00;(&,(A0(A$0%0$305ll&.0(A2*#4&#--(1,4&045%(





0T*;A20'( #4([*4*6.*( E,<4&='( &.0( C0%&( D#$:#4#*(X0A*$&;04&( ,-( E,;;0$10(
04&0$05(#4&,(*(;,5#-#05()+789(*:$00;04&(6#&.(e0%&*;A'(*(?A*4#%.(*<&,GA*$&%(
;*4<-*1&<$0$>*!!(9.0(e0%&*;A( *:$00;04&(A$,3#505( -,$(3*$#,<%( &*T( #4104&#30%'(
%<1.(*%( &.0(U1,4,;#1(8AA,$&<4#&=(9*T(E$05#&'( &.0(D*4<-*1&<$#4:( +430%&;04&(
9*T(E$05#&'(*45( &.0(D*4<-*1&<$#4:()$,A0$&=(9*T(@5Z<%&;04&(9*T(E$05#&>*!*( +&(
6*%($0A,$&05(#4(IJHI(&.*&(&.0(
pC0%&( D#$:#4#*k( 9*T( X0A*$&;04&( 0%&#;*&0%( e0%&*;AQ%( &*T(
2#*A#2#&=(-,$(%&*&0(A0$%,4*2(A$,A0$&=(&*T(6#22(A0(L0$,(5,22*$%'(A*%05(
,4(&.0(1,;A*4=Q%(0W<#A;04&(#430%&;04&%(,-(<A(&,(bH>J(;#22#,4>(
9.0( 1,;A*4=( 6,4Q&( ,60( A$,A0$&=( &*T( A01*<%0( ;,%&( ,-( &.0(
0W<#A;04&( #4( $41G EIH3$GT"IIG J1G %T31SG J'G $41G #$H$1GBK%3%2"KG
C1D1I%E213$G/>$4%&"$'>*!!(














V-X=&<\1B<! &<'! -Ba''`'$&! '=3`3$-&'.! 1'.&-`=i.! =a\='a&/! &-j! =3-T3=3&/#! &<'!
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)+789( *:$00;04&%( .*30( %,( -*$( 045<$05( *45( A$,2#-0$*&05( #4( C0%&(
D#$:#4#*'( A<&( <42#M0( &.0( %&*&0%( ;04&#,405( *A,30'( &.0=( .*30( 4,&( $010#305(
%#:4#-#1*4&(Z<5#1#*2(,$(20:#%2*&#30(%1$<&#4=(6#&.($0:*$5(&,(0#&.0$(1,4%&#&<&#,4*2#&=(
,$(20:*2#&=>(+4(-*1&'(,42=(&6,(C0%&(D#$:#4#*(?<A$0;0(E,<$&(,-(@AA0*2%(1*%0%(0304(
;04&#,4( &.0( &0$;( N)+789>O+RP( @22( &.0( 6.#20'( %&*&0( *45( 2,1*2( :,30$4;04&*2(





,4( )+789( *:$00;04&%'( &.0( C0%&( D#$:#4#*( 70:#%2*&<$0'( &,,'( .*%( 4,&( $0104&2=(
#45#1*&05(*4(#4&0$0%&(#4(&.,$,<:.2=(0T*;#4#4:(*45(*4*2=L#4:()+789(2*6%>(
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E,50(#%($0*5(#4(#&%(04&#$0&='(1,;A0&#4:(A$,3#%#,4%(:040$*&0(-$#1&#,4k(,4(,40(.*45'(
&.0( 9*T( +41$0;04&( "#4*41#4:( @1&( *45( 7*45( B*4M( )$,:$*;( %&*&<&0( %00;( &,(












V4504#*A2='( &.0( C0%&( D#$:#4#*( E,4%&#&<&#,4( 5,0%( 1$0*&0( 0TA$0%%05(
0T10A&#,4%(&,(&.#%(:040$*2($<20o(NA$,A0$&=(<%05(-,$(05<1*&#,4*2'(2#&0$*$='(%1#04&#-#1'(
$02#:#,<%(,$( 1.*$#&*A20(A<$A,%0%'(>(>(>(p*45k(E>JI"KGE&%E1&$''(>(>(>(;*=(A=( 2*6(A0(
0T0;A&05( -$,;( &*T*&#,4>O+R!( @%( )$,-0%%,$( B*%&$0%%( 4,&0%'( 6.#20( 4,&( *26*=%(










-,$(A<A2#1(A$,A0$&=( ,$( 1.*$#&*A20( 04&#&#0%'+!*( Np0kT0;A&#,4%( &,( &*T*&#,4( *$0( &.0(
0T10A&#,4( &,( &.0($<20(*45(;<%&(A0(%&$#1&2=(1,4%&$<05>O+!K(@%( &.0(C0%&(D#$:#4#*(
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A$,A0$&#0%( -$,;( &*T*&#,4'+!!( A<&( &.0( Z<5#1#*2( &0%&( -,$( *( W<*2#-#05( 0T0;A&#,4( #%(
6.0&.0$( &.0(A$,A0$&=( #%( N<%05( -,$( 05<1*&#,4*2'( 2#&0$*$='( %1#04&#-#1'( $02#:#,<%( ,$(
1.*$#&*A20(A<$A,%0%O( A*%05( <A,4(A$#;*$=( *45( #;;05#*&0ll4,&( %01,45*$=( *45(
$0;,&0ll*1&<*2'(A.=%#1*2(N<%0O(,-(&.0(A$,A0$&=>+!*(
$0$0'( &.0( 20:*2( A*%#%( -,$( A$,A0$&=G&*T( 0T0;A&#,4( :#304( &,( A$#3*&0(
1,$A,$*&#,4%(A=(6*=(,-(*()+789(*:$00;04&(#%'(*&(A0%&'(*(20:*2(-#1&#,4(04:#400$05(





5,(4,&( %00;( &,( 1,;A,$&>+**( +4(,$50$( &,(6,$M( *$,<45( &.0( N0W<*2( *45(<4#-,$;O(
2*4:<*:0'(,40(;*=(*$:<0(&.*&(A01*<%0(&.0()+789(A$,A0$&=(#%(N&01.4#1*22=(*45(
20:*22=O(,6405(A=(&.0(%&*&0(,$(*(A,2#&#1*2(%<A5#3#%#,4(,-(&.0(%&*&0'(#&(-*22%(<450$(*(
%&*&<&,$=( 0T0;A&#,4( -$,;( A$,A0$&=( &*T>+*+( +-( *( :,30$4;04&( *:041=( &*M0%( *(
-$00.,25( 0%&*&0( #4( &.0( A$,A0$&='( *45( &.0( 20*%0( *<&.,$#L05( :#30%( &.0( A$#3*&0(
1,$A,$*&#,4(*(20*%0.,25(0%&*&0(#4(&.0(A$,A0$&='(&.04(@$&#120(S'(?01&#,4(H(#%(4,&(
3#,2*&05(<450$(+3G&1GL%&$4D"1TG71&D"K1#PG+3K:+**G,$(+3G&1GOH3HT4HG<HII1'G9H3N>+*K((
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0T*;A20'( 2#M0( &.0( A2*#4&#--( #4( N1))1&#%3G <"#"%3G *$:<0%'(H,1M6,,2Q%( A$,A,%05(
)+789(*:$00;04&(6#&.(&.0(mEX@(5,0%(4,&(A$,3#50(&.0(mEX@(6#&.(*4(N#45#1#*(,-(
,640$%.#AO(,30$(&.0(*1&<*2(<%0(,-(&.0(A$,A0$&=>(9.0$0'(&.0(A2*#4&#--(*$:<05(&.*&(
p&k.0( $0*2( *45( A0$%,4*2( A$,A0$&=( #%( 4,&( NA$,A0$&=( ,-( &.0(
*<&.,$#&=>O( +4(*22( *%A01&%'( #&( #%( &.0(A$,A0$&=(,-(H,1M6,,2>(9.0(









&*T0%>(/,$(6#22( &.0( 1,<4&=( .*30( *4=(A$,A0$&=(6.04( &.0( 20*%0(
0TA#$0%>(9.0(,40($#:.&(&.0(1,<4&=(5#5(,A&*#4(<450$(&.0()+789(#%(
&.0($#:.&'(#4(1*%0(,-(H,1M6,,2Q%(50-*<2&(,4(&.0()+789(A*=;04&%'(




@AA2=#4:( @$&#120( S( ,-( &.0(C0%&( D#$:#4#*( E,4%&#&<&#,4( &,( HII( )+789(
*:$00;04&%'( #-( &.0(A.$*%0(N0W<*2( *45(<4#-,$;O( #%(;,$0( &.*4( Z<%&( *( %<$A2<%*:0(
(


















*45( A,2#&#1*2( %<A5#3#%#,4%( A$,3#50( &*TG0T0;A&( %&*&<%( &,( *( 20%%00( &.*&( 6,<25(
,&.0$6#%0(A*=(-<22(A$,A0$&=(&*T*&#,4>(C.#20(&.0(1,$A,$*&#,4($010#30%(&.0(A$,A0$&=G







04&0$#4:( #4&,( *()+789(*:$00;04&( -,$( &.0( 2,&ll&.0=(6#22( 1,4%&$<1&( *(b%JJ'JJJ(
.,;0(S6#&.(*2;,%&(#504&#1*2(-0*&<$0%(&,(=,<$(406(.,;0T'(*45(#4(0T1.*4:0'(,410(
&.0( .,;0( #%( 1,;A20&05'( E,<4&=( @( 6#22( A<$1.*%0( &.0( .,;0( -,$( bH'( &.0$0A=(
A01,;#4:(&.0(20:*2(,640$(,-(&.0(A$,A0$&=>(C.#20(=,<(*$0(A*=#4:(&.0(-<22'(*%%0%%05(
3*2<0(,-(%&*&0GA$,A0$&=(&*T0%'(=,<$(406(N)+789(40#:.A,$O(A*=%(4,&.#4:(#4(%&*&0(








;"3NI1&G 1,41<$$0410'( NpAk,2#&#1*2( 20*50$%( A01,;0(6#252=(A,A<2*$( A=( %A045#4:(
;,40=(*45(6#252=(<4A,A<2*$(A=(&*T#4:>O+*!(
+4( &.0(*2&0$4*&#30'( #&(.*%(A004(*$:<05( &.*&(6#&.,<&()+789(*:$00;04&%'(
A<%#40%%0%(6,<25(0201&(4,&(&,(2,1*&0(#4(C0%&(D#$:#4#*'(*45(&.0$0-,$0'(Z,A(1$0*&#,4(
#%(#4(&.0(A<A2#1Q%(A0%&(#4&0$0%&>(C.#20(*(4,A20(*$:<;04&(*&(#&%(1,$0'(#&($0%&%(<A,4(*(
;#%&*M04( A02#0-( &.*&( &.0$0( *$0( 4,( ,&.0$( $0*%,4%( *45( -*1&,$%( &.*&( *( 1,;A*4=(
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"<$&.0$'( <42#M0( *(9+"(5#%&$#1&'(6.#1.( #%( -<41&#,4*22=(50%#:405( &,(A<#25(
A<A2#1(#4-$*%&$<1&<$0(&.*&(%<AA,$&%(A$#3*&0(#430%&;04&(#4(01,4,;#1(50302,A;04&(
*$0*%'+!+( )+789( *:$00;04&%( *$0( ;*50( *3*#2*A20ll,4( *( 1*%0GA=G1*%0( *45'(





;*50( 0T12<%#302=( A0&6004( *(A$#3*&0( 1,$A,$*&#,4( *45( *( 1,<4&=( :,30$4;04&( ,$(




!+"*! !!'-g'#! g\a! 3$.&-$['#! &<'! 3..1'! .1aa\1$53$B! &&-&\3=!*&*! -$5! 3&.! =-?.13&! -B-3$.&!2-a.<-==!
,\1$&/#!4'.&! 53aB3$3-)! 2,,% 0-`3.\$! ,\[g=3$#! 2.*.(=8% 24,3% @,3.% A=')=:=*% 9(4:.;% (?,'% $*7%
#?,'5*;*,:.D% <,B4:0#! &@,)3 1@53 %`,7-)3 F*1B)! D#! IZ(dK#!
<&&=.7>>???)$-&1a-=B-.3$&'=)[\`>-a&3[='.>(ZHcc(8.&-&\3=8.1'.8?'.&8^3aB3$3-8[\1$&/8\^'a8&-j8




`3.&-g'#!'^'$! &<\1B<! .&-&'! =-?!='a`3&&'5! &<'! a'`3&&-$['!\g!\^'a=-35! &-j'.!T-[g! &\!&&-&\3=#! &<'!











?\1=5!$\&!<-^'! &\!=-/!=a\='a&/! &-j!T'[-1.'! &<'!=-a['=! 3.! &'[<$3[-==/!-$5! ='B-==/!\?$'5!T/! &<'!
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+'B3.=-&1a'!T/!B'$'a-=! =-?!`-/!-1&<\a3_'! &<'! 3..1-$['!\g! a'^'$1'!T\$5.!\a!
\&<'a!\T=3B-&3\$.!T/![\1$&3'.!-$5!̀ 1$3[3=-=3&3'.!&\!-..3.&!3$!g3$-$[3$B!o1-=3g3'5!
'[\$\`3[!5'^'=\=`'$&!\a!a'5'^'=\=`'$&!=a\d'[&.!&<-&!T'$'g3&!=1T=3[!<'-=&<#!
?'=g-a'! -$5! .-g'&/! .1Td'[&! &\! [\$53&3\$.#! a'.&a3[&3\$.! \a! =3`3&-&3\$.! -.! &<'!
+'B3.=-&1a'!`-/!=a'.[a3T'!T/!B'$'a-=!=-?)!
'<'! T\$5.! \a! \&<'a! \T=3B-&3\$.! -a'! =-/-T='! ga\`! =a\='a&/! &-j! a'^'$1'.!
B'$'a-&'5!T/!&<'!3$[a'-.'.!3$!̂ -=1'!\g!=a\='a&/!=\[-&'5!?3&<3$!&<'!5'^'=\=`'$&!
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,&.0$( A$,A0$&#0%( ,$( *4=( A,$&#,4( &.0$0,-( A=( 3%3E&%)"$G
%&0H3"JH$"%3#>( @<&.,$#L05( <%0%( A<$%<*4&( &,( &.#%( %01&#,4( %.*22(
#412<50( &.0( :$*4&#4:( ,-( ;00&#4:( A2*10%'( %0$3#10( ,<&20&%( *45(
,A0$*&#,4*2( .0*5W<*$&0$%( -,$( ,$:*4#L*&#,4%( 0%&*A2#%.05( 6#&.#4(
&.0(1,<4&=>+!P(
C.*&( 5,0%( &.#%( ;0*4( -,$( )+789( *:$00;04&%X+!R( @&( -#$%&( A2<%.'( &.#%(
%01&#,4(,-(&.0(C0%&(D#$:#4#*(E,50(%<::0%&%(&.*&()+789(A*=;04&%(;<%&(*2%,(A0(
1H>HIG &,( &.0( *;,<4&( ,-( HSG DHI%&12( A$,A0$&=( &*T0%( .*5( &.0( 20%%00( ,6405( &.0(
A$,A0$&=>(B<&(<450$(?01&#,4(FGHIGHJ'(#-(&.0(N01,4,;#1(50302,A;04&(*<&.,$#&=O(
,64%(&.0(A$,A0$&='(N#&( #%(0T0;A&(-$,;(&.0(A*=;04&(,-(*4=(&*T0%(,$(-00%(&,(&.0(





*44,<4105( )+789( *:$00;04&( A0&6004( D,4,4:*2#*( E,<4&=( *45( 7,4:3#06(
),60$>(840( $0104&( 0%&#;*&0(A$,Z01&%( &.*&( &.0( N&*T( *A*&0;04&'O( ,$( &.0( *;,<4&(
5#%1,<4&05(#4(A$,A0$&=(&*T0%(A=(&.0(%&*&0(3#%GVG3#%(&.0(1,<4&=Q%(%&*&0(A$,A0$&=(&*T(
0T0;A&#,4'(6#22(A0(bIHF(;#22#,4(I%T1&(&.*4(6.*&(&.0(1,<4&=(6,<25(.*30($010#305(
.*5( &.0$0( A004( 4,( )+789( *:$00;04&>+!*( 7#M06#%0'( -,$( &.0( A$,A,%05llA<&(
(
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5012*$05( &,( A0( &*T( 0T0;A&( *45( .025( A=( &.0( 1,$A,$*&#,4( -,$( *(
A<A2#1(A<$A,%0>(/GEH'213$G"3GI"1>G%)G$HK1#PGEH'HJI1GJ'G$41GI1##11PG
#4HIIGJ1G1#$HJI"#41SG)%&GH3'GE&%E1&$'G#%GI1H#1SPG"3GH3GH2%>3$G3%$G







C.#20( &.0( 7*45( ?&06*$5%.#A( E,$A,$*&#,4( 1*4( 04&0$( #4&,( )+789(
*:$00;04&%'(2#M0(&.0(9+"(%&*&<&0Q%(501$00(-,$(A,2#&#1*2(%<A5#3#%#,4%(,-(&.0(%&*&0'(
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X0302,A;04&(@1&(A0$;#&%( &.0(UX@( &,( 1$0*&0()+789%>*J*(C0%&(D#$:#4#*(E,50(
?01&#,4(%HGH>GCS00T(%&*&0%(&.*&(&.0(UX@(;*=(
(
%022'( 2#104%0'( 20*%0'( ;,$&:*:0'( *%%#:4'( A205:0( ,$( 5,4*&0( #&%(
A$,A0$&='(A,&.($0*2(*45(A0$%,4*2'(,$(*4=($#:.&(,$(#4&0$0%&(&.0$0#4(
&,(*4,&.0$(,$(*<&.,$#L0(&.0(A,%%0%%#,4'(,11<A*41=(,$(<%0(,-(%<1.(
A$,A0$&=( ,$( *4=( $#:.&( ,$( #4&0$0%&( &.0$0#4( A=( *4,&.0$'( #4( %<1.(
;*440$(*45(<A,4(%<1.(&0$;%(*%(#&(500;%(*AA$,A$#*&0>*JK(
(
B01*<%0( &.0( *220:05( %&*&<&,$=( *<&.,$#&=( 6*%( 50%#:405( &,( .02A(
#;A,30$#%.05( 1,<4&#0%( *45( $<$*2( *$0*%'( A$,A,404&%( 1,4&045( &.0%0( 01,4,;#1(
50302,A;04&( &,,2%(%0$30( &.0(A<$A,%0(,-( #41$0*%#4:(0;A2,=;04&(*45(01,4,;#1(
*1&#3#&=(#4(C0%&(D#$:#4#*>(9.0(UX@Q%(*<&.,$#L*&#,4(&,(04&0$(#4&,()+789%(%00;%(
&,(A0(120*$(*45(%&$*#:.&-,$6*$5k(?01&#,4(%HGH>GCS00T(%*=%(*%(;<1.>((
B<&( 6.*&( *A,<&( 1,<4&=( :,30$4;04&%( *45( 01,4,;#1( 50302,A;04&(




A$0$,:*&#30( *45( 1.,#10( ,-( &.0( C0%&( D#$:#4#*( 70:#%2*&<$0'( &.04( %.,<25( &.0(
20:#%2*&<$0(*;045(&.0(E,50(&,(0T&#4:<#%.(*4=(2#4:0$#4:(%&*&<&,$=(1,4-<%#,4X(9.*&(
6,<25(A0(*(%04%#A20(,A&#,4(A01*<%0( &.0(*-,$0;04&#,405(1,50(%01&#,4%( $0-0$( &,(
A$,A0$&=( &*T( A*$#&=>( @45( #&( %00;%( *%( #-( NA*$#&=( #4( 1,50O( #%( 4,&( 4010%%*$#2=(
&$*4%2*&#4:(#4&,(NA*$#&=(#4(A$*1&#10O(#4(&0$;%(,-(&.0(*;,<4&(1,2201&05(#4(*44<*2(
A*=;04&%( -$,;( )+789%>( ",$&<4*&02=( S,$( <4-,$&<4*&02=T'(C0%&( D#$:#4#*( #%( 4,&(






#4( IJHR'( .*5( *4( *%%0%%05( 3*2<0( ,-( b!I>>( ;#22#,4( *45( *( &,&*2(
A$,A0$&=( &*T( A#22( ,-( Z<%&( bF>I'JJJ>(D0*46.#20'( *( 406( i!JG

















&,(A$,3#50( &.0( 5#%1,<4&( S0>:>'( $05<1&#,4( ,$( 1,;A20&0( &*T( 5#%1,<4&T( #4( ,$50$( &,(
%01<$0( &.0( 01,4,;#1( #430%&;04&'( 0304( 50%A#&0( &.0( *$:<;04&( &.*&( $*10G&,G&.0G
A,&&,;(01,4,;#1(#4104&#3#L#4:'(#%(N6,$%0(&.*4(<%020%%>O*J!(
C0%&( D#$:#4#*Q%( )+789( *:$00;04&%( %00;( &,( &*M0( &.0( 1,410A&( ,-(
N01,4,;#1( #4104&#30O( &,( &.0( 40T&( 20302ll;*#4&*#4#4:( :,30$4;04&( ,640$%.#A(
,30$(A$#3*&0'(1,$A,$*&0(*%%0&%>(q0%'(&.0(@<&.,$(,-(&.#%(/,&0(#%(6022(*6*$0(,-(&.0(
-*1&( &.*&( C0%&( D#$:#4#*( .*%( 20:#&#;*&0( :,30$4;04&( #4&0$0%&%( #4( A$,;,&#4:(
1,;;0$10(6#&.#4(#&%(A,$50$%>(9.0(?<A$0;0(E,<$&(,-( &.0(V4#&05(?&*&0%(%*#5(*%(
;<1.(#4(*$&#1<2*&#4:(&.*&(&.0(E,;;0$10(E2*<%0(N5,0%(4,&(A$0304&(&.0(?&*&0%(-$,;(
%&$<1&<$#4:( &.0#$( &*T( %=%&0;%( &,( 041,<$*:0( &.0( :$,6&.( *45( 50302,A;04&( ,-(
#4&$*%&*&0(1,;;0$10(*45(#45<%&$='O(4,$(5,0%(#&(A$0304&(*(%&*&0(-$,;(N1,;A0&p#4:k(
6#&.( ,&.0$(?&*&0%( -,$( *( %.*$0( ,-( #4&0$%&*&0( 1,;;0$10O( %,( 2,4:( *%( N4,(?&*&0p( k(





&.,<:.&GA$,3,M#4:( 01,4,;#1( A,2#1=( 50A*&0( -,$( 2*6;*M0$%'( 20:*2( %1.,2*$%'(
A$*1&#&#,40$%'(1,;;<4#&=(20*50$%'(#45<%&$=(20*50$%'(*45(A<%#40%%0%>(@&(#&%(1,$0'(
&.#%( 12*#;05( 20:*2( *<&.,$#&=W*45( %#;#2*$( 2*6%( -,<45( #4( ,&.0$( Z<$#%5#1&#,4%W






*( 6022G0%&*A2#%.05( &,,2( *#;05( *&( 041,<$*:#4:( A<%#40%%( *45( 01,4,;#1(
(
!*+:! !!2,,%^\'&&$'a#!345'*%$\&'!(c])!
!*+!! !!2,,%23g'!2-[3-B#!7:*8;3=3C%@7,',%@(?,':*,:.3%7',%"(3=:)% .7,%6(3.D%<,?,:4,3% .(%$*7%
7-*.,*,:.3#!19871`.`/!F*=a)!Id#!IZ(DK#!<&&=.7>>???)B\^'a$3$B)[\`>B\^85-&->g3$-$['>=\[-=8&-j8
3$['$&3^'.8.1T.353'.83$[\`'83$'o1-=3&/8a'=\a&)<&`=)!
!*+@! !!2,,% (3[<-a5! 3=\a35-#! Q*:0=:)% #4.% $*7% F',*G3% .(% F43=:,33,3% !3%@('3,% $7*:% U3,8,33#!
,.,@+@7! F2-a)! H#! IZ(HK#! <&&=.7>>???)[3&/=-T)[\`>=3g'>IZ(H>Zc>T1.3$'..8&-j83$['$&3^'.8
?-.&'>d(DHdC>)!
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*!!( .*-%&/")(","'&#'.&)*/"*.( #$%&'(()*(
50302,A;04&( #4(C0%&(D#$:#4#*ll*45( #4( %&*&0%( *1$,%%( &.0(E,<4&$=ll&.0=( *$0( *(
$02*&#302=(<4-*;#2#*$(1,410A&(&,(&.0(:040$*2(A<A2#1(S6.,(*$0'(A=(&.0(6*='(&.0(&$<0(
N,640$%O( ,-( )+789( *:$00;04&%T>*J!( e#304( 4,$;*&#30( 3*2<0%( %<1.( *%(
&$*4%A*$041=( *45( *11,<4&*A#2#&='( &.#%( A,#4&( :#30%( <%( %,;0&.#4:( 02%0( &,( &.#4M(
*A,<&k(N#&(#%(<4M4,64(.,6(;*4=()+789(*:$00;04&%(*45(A$,A0$&=(&*T(*A*&0;04&%(
0T#%&( #4( C0%&( D#$:#4#*( *45( 6.*&( &.0#$( #;A*1&( #%( ,4( ,<$( $0304<0( %=%&0;%( ,$(
01,4,;#1(50302,A;04&>O**J(@&(*(30$=(;#4#;<;'(&.#%(/,&0(*55%(#4-,$;*&#,4(*45(










A$,.#A#&%( 1,<4&=( :,30$4;04&%( -$,;( 20*%#4:( 1,<4&=G,6405( 2*45ll0>:>'( 2*45(
#43,2305(#4(*()+789(*:$00;04&ll&,(*4=(04&#&=(1KK1E$(/")%>(9.#%(%.,<25(04%<$0(
&.*&(A<A2#1( 2*45%(*$0(<%05( -,$(A<A2#1(,$(1.*$#&*A20(A<$A,%0%'(A<&(*AA*$04&2='( #&(
5,0%(4,&>(+4%&0*5'(6.04(*(A$#3*&0(1,$A,$*&#,4(20*%0%(A<A2#1(2*45'(&.0(2*45(#%(4,&(
A0#4:( <&#2#L05( -,$( *( &$<0( NA<A2#1( A<$A,%0>O***( @45( 0304( 6#&.( *( 1,4%&#&<&#,4*2(
*;045;04&(&,(%<AA20;04&(@$&#120(S'(L>3%G%&#22(20*30%(<%(6#&.(*4,&.0$(2,,;#4:(








*( 1,<4&=( :,30$4;04&( ,$( A,2#&#1*2( %<A5#3#%#,4( ,-( &.0( 1,<4&='( #&( ;*#4&*#4%( *(
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)+)+P( !"#$%&'()**+*,%-&",&.*-%&/")(","'( *!;&
.,6030$'( ;*#4&*#4%( &.0( -$00.,25( #4&0$0%&( #4( &.0( A$,A0$&=>( B01*<%0( &.0( %&*&0'(
1,<4&='( *45( 2,1*2( :,30$4;04&%( *$0( #;;<40( -$,;( %&*&0GA$,A0$&=( &*T'( %,( #%( &.0(
20%%00Q%(A,%%0%%,$=(#4&0$0%&>(+-(60'(*%(*(%&*&0'(;*M0(&.0(A,2#1=(50&0$;#4*&#,4(&.*&(
)+789(*:$00;04&%(*$0(*(%1.0;0(60(*$0(6#22#4:(&,(*110A&(S*45(*;045(,<$(%&*&0(









03#2>( )$,A,404&%( ,-( )+789( *:$00;04&%( .*30( 0304( %<::0%&05( &.*&( #-( &.0( ?&*&0(




&.0( *220:05( *4&#l1,;A0&#&#30( #4304&,$=( &*T( 1*4( *$:<*A2=( A0( %*#5( ,-( )+789(
*:$00;04&%>( C.04( &.0( :,30$4;04&( A#1M%( 6#440$%( *45( 2,%0$%**!( A=( 6*=( ,-(
1,4&$*1&#4:(*6*=(A$,A0$&=(&*T(2#*A#2#&='(1,;A0&#&#,4(#%(%&=;#05(*45(%&#-205>*+J((
(
-! =\..'..\a/! 3$&'a'.&#! T1&! $\&! -$! \?$'a.<3=! 3$&'a'.&)f! 2,,% &(33,33(';% !:.,',3.#!47A3 +7/@-3
V.:,.9`@1@#!<&&=.7>>???)=-?)[\a$'==)'51>?'j>=\..'..\a/b3$&'a'.&!F=-.&!^3.3&'5!&'=&)!H#!IZIZK)!
!**:! !!2,,%('T'[[-!2[.<-3=#!%=3$3\$#!7:.=P@'(C.7%6,:.*8=.;%Q4'.3%@,3.%A=')=:=*#!,2@1-75,9`3







@7=>7% &*'.;% $'=,3% $(% +(% !.#! &78)3 %`87?)! FV'[)! II#! IZ(]K#!
<&&=.7>>&<'$'^-5-3$5'='$5'$&)[\`>-a&3[='>=3[g3$B8'[\$\`3[8?3$$'a.8-$58=\.'a.83.851`T8$\8
`-&&'a8?<3[<8=-a&/8&a3'.8&\85\83&! Fe^1&! '^'$!?3&<! &<'!T'.&!\g! 3$&'$&3\$.! -$5! &<'!`\.&!$\T='!\g!
T1a'-1[a-&.#!/\1!.&3==!<-^'!['a&-3$![\`=-$3'.!T'3$B!&a'-&'5!53gg'a'$&=/!&<-$!\&<'a.#!T-.'5!\$!?<\!
[-$!T'.&!-=='-.'!-!B\^'a$`'$&![\``3&&'')!7^'$!3g!&<'!\1&[\`'!3.!`-aB3$-==/!xT'&&'ai!ga\`!-![\.&8








(79,715! F%[&)! D#! IZIZ#! ((7ZH! .2K#! <&&=.7>>???)a'1&'a.)[\`>-a&3[='>^3aB3$8</='a=\\=8?'.&8
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*!!( .*-%&/")(","'&#'.&)*/"*.( #$%&'(()*(
",<$&.ll*45(A0$.*A%(;,%&(#;;05#*&02=llA,2#1=(*4*2=%&%(.*30($0104&2=(
%<::0%&05( &.*&( #-( )+789( 2*6%( %&*=( ,4( &.0( A,,M%'( &.04( &.0( %&*&0( ;<%&( &*M0(
$01,$5M00A#4:'(&$*4%A*$041='(*45(*11,<4&*A#2#&=(%<$$,<45#4:()+789(*:$00;04&%(
%0$#,<%2=>(9$*4%A*$041='(#4(&.#%(1,4&0T&'(#%(%#:4#-#1*4&(-,$(*(%206(,-($0*%,4%>(9,(
A0:#4'( &$*4%A*$041=( *22,6%( -,$( *4( *11<$*&0( *11,<4&#4:( ,-( &.0( *;,<4&( ,-( &*T(





)+789( *:$00;04&%( *$0( #4( &.0( ;,$0( A$,%A0$,<%( 1,<4&#0%'( %<1.( *%([*4*6.*'(




7*1M2<%&0$( &$*4%A*$041=( $0:*$5#4:( )+789( *:$00;04&%( *45( &*T(
0T0;A&#,4%(#%(6022G5,1<;04&05'*++(*45(C0%&(D#$:#4#*(.*%(-*105(#&%(,64(%.*$0(,-(
1,4&$,30$%=( #4( &.#%(*$0*>*+*(",$(0T*;A20'(C0%&(D#$:#4#*(E,50(?01&#,4(>BGI+GR(




9.#%( 5,0%( 4,&( 0T0;A&( N*4=( *:$00;04&( 04&0$05( #4&,( ,$( %#:405(A=( &.0(>(>(>(C0%&(









%2.93 F0-$)! (D#! IZ(DK#! <&&=.7>>???)=\=3[/`-&&'a.\<3\)\aB>a'.'-a[<8=\=3[/>o1-=3&/8\<3\>a'^'$1'8
T15B'&>&-j8=\=3[/>=\[-=8&-j8-T-&'`'$&83$8\<3\8-8g=-.<8\g8&a-$.=-a'$[/n! 3,,% *83(% ,-a-! 1a3gg3&<#!















p#k4( HiiF'( *( A*$*:$*A.( 6*%( #4%0$&05( #4&,( *( A#22( *;045#4:( *4(
01,4,;#1(50302,A;04&(%01&#,4(,-(&.0(E,50(SC>(D*>(E,50(q(>BG
IGHT>( 9.*&( *;045;04&( 0%%04&#*22=( A*$$05( A<A2#1( *110%%( &,(
5,1<;04&%(;*50(,$($010#305(A=(*(NA<A2#1(A,5='(6.,%0(A$#;*$=(
$0%A,4%#A#2#&=( #%( 01,4,;#1( 50302,A;04&'( -,$( &.0( A<$A,%0( ,-(





,-( #4-,$;*&#,4( ;,$0( *110%%#A20>( 9*M0'( -,$( #4%&*410'( &.0( %&*45*$5( <%05( #4(







-#4*410G$02*&05( 20:*2( ,$( 1,4&$*1&<*2( $0W<#$0;04&%'( S1T(6.0$0( *(
:,30$4;04&Q%( -#4*41#*2( $0%,<$10%( 1,;0( -$,;( *45( .,6( #&( <%0%(




!*+!! !!.-&a3[g!,)!2[13$='/! 3.! &<'!,<-a='.!j)!j-5'$! %%!.a\g'..\a!\g!+-?!-&! &<'!4'.&!53aB3$3-!
'$3^'a.3&/!,\=='B'!\g!+-?)!.a\g'..\a!2[13$='/!<-.! &-1B<&!+-$5!'.'!.=-$$3$B#!*5`3$3.&a-&3^'!
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*!+( .*-%&/")(","'&#'.&)*/"*.( #$%&'(()*(
@5,A&#4:( e@?B( FF( *11,<4&#4:( 6,<25( A$,3#50( &.0( A<A2#1( 6#&.(
#4-,$;*&#,4( *A,<&( &.0( *;,<4&( ,-( &*T( *A*&0;04&%( :#304( A=( %&*&0( *45( 2,1*2(
:,30$4;04&%>***(C.#20(C0%&(D#$:#4#*( 5,0%( 4,&( 1<$$04&2=( 1,;A2=(6#&.(e@?B(
FF'**+( #&( .*%( A004( $01,;;04505( &.*&( #;A20;04&#4:( e@?B( FF( *11,<4&#4:(
%&*45*$5%(6,<25( #41$0*%0( &$*4%A*$041=( *45( *11,<4&*A#2#&=(6#&.( $0%A01&( &,( &.0(
4<;0$,<%ll*45(<4M4,64(*;,<4&ll,-()+789(*:$00;04&%(1<$$04&2=(#4(0--01&>(@%(
D$>(B,0&&40$(A,#4&%(,<&'(Np#k4(&.0(0T01<&#30(%&*&0(A<5:0&(>(>(>(&.0$0(#%(*(%01&#,4(,4(
&.0( 0%&#;*&05( -,$:,40( $0304<0( -$,;( 01,4,;#1( 50302,A;04&( &*T(




&.0( %&*&0>**K(C0%&(D#$:#4#*( %.,<25( &*M0( 4,&0( ,-( &.0( 0--,$&%( #4( ?.02A=(E,<4&='(




)+789(*:$00;04&%( *$0(<41,4%&#&<&#,4*2( <450$(@$&#120(S(,-( &.0(C0%&(D#$:#4#*(
E,4%&#&<&#,4'(&.0(C0%&(D#$:#4#*(E,50'(,$(&.0(X,$;*4&(E,;;0$10(E2*<%0(,-(&.0(
V4#&05(?&*&0%(E,4%&#&<&#,4'( *%( *(;*&&0$(,-( -*#$40%%'( &.0( %&*&0Q%(6,$5(;<%&( %&#22(





2.*.,*,:.% jj% R758('=:)% .7,% RBB,>.3% (B% .7,% M,C% +=3>8(34',% <48,3#! ,.*! 0)! F2-/! IZ(DK#!
<&&=.7>>???)[=-d\1a$-=)[\`>IZ(D>Zd>ZI>&-j8-T-&'`'$&.81$5'a8B-.T8.&-&'`'$&8HH>)!





!**:! !!('B3$-! 2\aa3.\$! &'?`-$#! &!"#$% <,5('.3#! &27-7@3 ,`,@)3 '1)#!








2-$B1`#! CcI! &)7)I5! HC! F4)!5-)! (]]cK! F$\&3$B! &<-&! &<'! 1.'! \g! -$! \`$3T1.! T3==! &\! -1&<\a3_'!
='B3.=-&3^'! a1='.!^3\=-&'.! &<'!&&-&'!,\$.&3&1&3\$i.!\$'8\Td'[&!=a\^3.3\$#!T1&!-=.\!$\&3$B! &<-&! &<'!
<\=53$B!?\1=5!T'!B3^'$!\$=/!=a\.='[&3^'!'gg'[&K)!
56

















e! !0)V)! ,-$535-&'#! 4'.&! 53aB3$3-! '$3^'a.3&/! ,\=='B'! \g! +-?#! IZI(n! 2-.&'a! \g! .1T=3[!
*5`3$3.&a-&3\$#!4'.&!53aB3$3-!'$3^'a.3&/#!IZI(n!^)*)!3$!.\=3&3[-=!&[3'$['!-$5!7[\$\`3[.#!4'.&!
53aB3$3-!'$3^'a.3&/#!IZ(Dn!7j'[1&3^'!*=1`$3!]!V'^'=\=`'$&!753&\a#!5\=1`'!(Ic!\g! &<'!@,3.%
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